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Abstract: Triumphal arches, understood in the broad meaning of the term including the honorary 
arches and city gates, are one of the building types that encountered particular critical fortune 
in the renaissance, studied as they were for their inscriptions but also for their architectural and 
sculptural features. Ciriaco d’ancona was one of the pioneers of these studies, and, according to 
Ciriaco’s biographers, it was the triumphal arch in ancona that ultimately triggered  his interest 
for antiquity and latin language. The paper explores Ciriaco’s interest for arches on both sides 
of the adriatic as well as his role in interpreting, imitating, copying, emulating or quoting these 
specific antique models.
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The monumental passage, a gate or a triumphal-honorary arch marking the 
threshold and focusing on the kinetic of the observer, remains one of the central 
themes of the renaissance art and architecture. The form of the 15th century 
gates and portals in italy owes much to the inherited typological and icono-
graphical amalgam of roman urban gates and triumphal arches fused already in 
the late antiquity1, the continuity of attention confirmed by sections on gates and 
arches of the Mirabilia Urbis Romae, usually presented in sequence. nevertheless, 
the renovated interest in the ancient triumphal culture and related architectural 
structures on one hand and the change in military techniques and technology on 
the other imposed a new, more systematic, approach. While the defensive func-
tion of the renaissance city gates required innovative solutions in response to the 
newly invented weapons, the parallel antiquary research focused on the ancient 

* The present article is based on the paper delivered at the annual meeting of the renaissance 
society of america held in Washington 22-24 march 2012 within the session entitled Ciriaco 
d’ancona and visual arts. i would like to thank the session organizers, Giada damen and robert 
G. Glass, for their input and precious help. 

1 J. Gardner, An Introduction to the Iconography of the Medieval Italian City Gate, «dumbarton 
oaks papers», studies on art and archeology in honor of ernst Kitzinger on his seventy-fifth 
Birthday, Xli, 1987, pp. 199-213.

«roma moderna e contemporanea», XXii, 2014, 2, pp. 159-176 ©2015 università roma Tre-Croma



practice and models to be emulated2. The present contribution investigates the 
role of Ciriaco pizzecoli d’ancona (1391-1452), the pioneer in the latter studies, 
in the formation of the renaissance census of ancient gates and triumphal arches, 
as well as his role in interpreting, imitating, copying, emulating or quoting these 
specific antique models3.

The notoriously fragmented sources on Ciriaco’s travels and findings in the 
mediterranean fortunately do permit an insight into his meticulous accumulat-
ing of geographic, visual and verbal data on then surviving examples of arches 
and city gates4 (fig. 1).  moreover, pizzecoli’s mediterranean wide web of personal 

2 on 15th century monumental urban gates and especially perugia gate by agostino di duccio, 
see d. Pisani, Piuttosto un arco trionfale che una porta di citta. Agostino di Duccio e la Porta di San 
Pietro a Perugia, venezia, marsilio, 2009.

3 for bibliography on Ciriaco see: f. scalamonti, Vita viri clarissimi famosissimi Kyriaci 
Anconitani, eds. C. mitchell-e.W. Bodnar, «Transactions of the american philosophical society», 
lXXXvi, 1996, 4. p.f. Brown, Venice & Antiquity, new haven&london, yale university press, 
1996, pp. 81-91. Ciriaco d’Ancona e la cultura antiquaria dell’umanesimo, “atti del convegno” 
(ancona 6-9 febbraio 1992), eds. G. paci-s. sconocchia, reggio emilia, diabasis, 1998. Ciriaco 
d’Ancona e il suo tempo, “atti del convegno” (ancona, 13-14 marzo 2000), ancona, Canonici, 
2002. m. chatzidakis, “antike prägung. Ciriaco d’ancona und die kulturelle verortung 
Griechenlands”, in Fremde in der Stadt. Ordnungen, Repräsentationen und Praktiken (13.–15. 
Jahrhundert), eds. p. Bell, d. suckow, G. Wolf, frankfurt am main, lang, 2010, pp. 225-257. 
G. damen, The Trade in Antiquities between Italy and the Eastern Mediterranean (ca. 1400-1600), 
phd. diss, princeton university, 2012, pp. 80-157. 

4 The present study is based primary on f. scalamonti, Vita viri, cit.; Kyriaci Anconitani 

fig. 1 - map of arches mentioned by Ciriaco d’ancona (elaboration of the map of diffusion of 
the roman honorary and triumphal arch by marco paronuzzi and laura Zanchetta published 
in engramma, 66, 2008 http://www.engramma.it/eos/index.php?id_articolo=116).
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contacts revealed by modern scholarship had put him in the orbit of decision 
making on several occasions when arches were restored, moved or quoted within 
new structures in the mid-15th century, suggesting the importance of his role in 
the revival of the ancient type.

The Mapping of the Arches
a keen observer of ancient structures, but also a practical man who acted 

as mercantile and political agent, Ciriaco very often describes the walls of the 
cities he visits: whether impressive, like the city walls of argos, ruined for their 
antiquity, like those of vis or «recycled», as walls of split, formerly the perimeter 
of the diocletian’s palace5 (fig. 2). once the urban limits, often the resource for 
epigraphic research, are put in place, the anconetan traveler also pays atten-
tion to the gates, providing information on their position, size, building mate-
rial or ornament. many gates he recognizes as ancient or incorporating roman 
triumphal or honorary structures, the latter also sometimes situated deeper into 
urban fabric. But it is the geographical vastness of Ciriacan census that remained 
unique, as well as his grasp of both visual and verbal information he gathered6.

Ciriaco’s interest in antiquities and the latin language, according to his biog-
rapher francesco scalamonti, was triggered by examination of the arch of Trajan 
in the early 1420s, as part of revitalization of the port of ancona sponsored by 
the cardinal Gabriele Condulmer, future pope eugenius iv (1431-1447) (fig. 
3)7. as augusto Campana and stefano Casu have demonstrated, pizzeccoli’s no-
tions of the arch strongly influenced renaissance visual reconstructions, includ-
ing the idea of an equestrian statue of the emperor on its top, similar to the 
city’s protector saint George, sculpted on the loggia dei mercanti by Giorgio 

Itinerarium, ed. l. mehus, firenze, 1742; Epigrammata reperta per Illyricum a Cyriaco Anconitano, 
ed. C. moroni, romae, roiseccum, 1747; Commentariorum Cyriaci Anconitani nova fragmenta no-
tis illustrata, pisauri, Gavelli, 1763. see also Cyriac of Ancona: Later travels, eds., e. W. Bodnar-C. 
foss, Cambridge, ma, harvard university press, 2003 and G. praGa, Ciriaco de Pizzicolli e 
Marino de Resti, «archivio storico per la dalmazia», 1932, 7-13, pp. 262-280.

5 Epigrammata reperta cit., on argos see p. 5, on vis and split see p. 23.
6 on Ciriaco’s eclecticism see C.r. chiarlo, “Gli fragmenti dilla sancta antiquitate”: studi 

antiquari e produzione delle immagini da Ciriaco d’Ancona a Francesco Colonna”, in Memoria 
dell’antico nell’arte italiana, 1 - l’uso dei classici, ed. s. settis, Torino, einaudi, pp. 271-297. l. 
Vandi, Ciriaco d’Ancona: lo stile all’antica nella scrittura e nell’immagine, «prospettiva», 95-96, 
1999 (2000), pp. 122-130.

7 f. scalamonti, Vita viri, cit., pp. 46, 117; app. v, 2b. m. luni, “antichità riscoperte nel 
Quattrocento nell’area medioadriatica”, in Vitruvio e il disegno di architettura, ed. p. Clini, venezia, 
marsilio, 2012, pp. 155-176.
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fig. 2 - City walls from Epigrammata reperta per Illyricum a Cyriaco Anconitano, ed. C. 
moroni, 1660 (reprinted in rome 1747).
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dalmata8. a passage of Anconitana Illyriacaque laus et Anconitanorum Raguseo-
rumque foedus, echoed in scalamonti’s entry describing the anconetan’s study 
of the arch, includes comments on the building material (marble), the quality 
of its architecture and the ability of its architects (splendid arch, fine architects), 
and the mechanism of its patronage (the ancient senate and people of rome 
had dedicated it to the excellent prince), revealing interests analogous to those 
of present-day architectural historians9. a similar descriptive formula is found in 
scalamonti’s entry on Ciriaco’s impression of the other italian arch dedicated to 
Trajan, the one in Benevento: again, pizzeccoli’s judgment of its forms is affirma-
tive (fine and noble arch, highly ornate), while its patronage echoes that of the 
arch in ancona: the ancient senate and people of rome dedicated it to a power-
ful prince10. Both ancient structures were incorporated into medieval defensive 
structures, the arch in Benevento serving as a city gate known as porta aurea.

a note by the slightly younger humanist of fano, antonio Costanzi (1436-1490), 
suggests that Ciriaco also stopped in Costanzi’s hometown and interpreted the in-
scriptions on the arch of augustus for the locals11. The ancient gate was one of the 
emblematic monuments of the city: when its upper part was destroyed in 1463 by the 
bombings of federico da montefeltro, its likeness, possibly based on a Ciriacan draw-
ing, was sculpted on the side of the adjacent church and loggia of san michele (fig. 4). 
Ciriaco is also the first to note the inscriptions on the augustus gate in rimini, which 
would become an important a model for alberti’s Tempio malatestiano12.

8 a. camPana, Giannozzo Manetti, Ciriaco e l’arco di Traiano ad Ancona, «italia medioevale 
e umanistica», 1959, 2, pp. 483-504; s. casu, “Veluti Caesar triumphans”: Ciriaco d’Ancona e la 
statuaria equestre, «paragone. arte», lv, 2004, 55, pp. 3-46.

9 Cfr. f. scalamonti, Vita viri, cit., pp. 46, 117; Kyriaci Anconitani Itinerarium, cit., p. 38; G. 
PraGa, Ciriaco, cit., p. 272.

10 F. scalamonti, Vita viri, cit. pp. 98, 143, app. v 11d; Kyriaci Anconitani Itinerarium, cit., p. 24.
11 «Quem olim Cyriacus illi anconitane vir inclytus ac vetustatum rerum solertissimus indi-

gator magno concivium meorum conventu legit nobis pueris facile atque interpretatus est cum 
exultareet maiorem in modum perinde ac eius opera semisepulta fanesium Gloria revixisset» (a. 
costanzi, Ovidii Fastorum, romae, 1489, f. 91, reproduced in: a. camPana, Scritture di uma-
nisti, «Rinascimento», i, 1950, 3-4, pp. 236-256, tav. 2); see also m. luni, Ciriaco e la riscoperta 
dell’Antico nel Ducato di Urbino, «notizia da palazzo albani», XXi, 1992, p. 407; f. scalamonti, 
Vita viri, cit., p. 150, n. 68.

12 see a. camPana, Ciriaco d’Ancona e Lorenzo Valla sull’iscrizione del Tempio dei Dioscuri a 
Napoli, «archeologia classica», XXv-Xvi, 1973-1974, pp. 84-102; s. casu, Attinenze albertiane 
nelle frequentazioni antiquarie di Ciriaco d’Ancona, in: Alberti e la cultura del Quattrocento, 1, “atti 
del Convegno” (firenze, 16-18 dicembre 2004), eds. r. Cardini-m. regoliosi, firenze, edizioni 
polistampa, 2007, pp. 467-494. on Tempio malatestiano see h. Burns, “leon Battista alberti”, 
in Storia dell’architettura italiana. Il Quattrocento, ed. f. p. fiore, milano, electa, 1998, pp. 114-
165. C. hoPe, “il ruolo di alberti nel Tempio malatestiano” in Leon Battista Alberti. Architetture 
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fig. 3 - sebastiano serlio, Trajan’s arch in ancona, Terzo libro, nel quale si figurano e si 
descrivono le antiquità di Roma, venezia, 1540, p. CXXii.
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While in rome, riding on his white horse, Ciriaco visited various arches, which 
were already noted in earlier syllogae and Mirabilia13. here a colorful story told by 
scalamonti in relation of the arch of septimius severus should be remembered, as 
the inscription incited Ciriaco to formulate the question whether any contempo-
rary prince is worthy of such an honor14. at that moment he was in the entourage 
of the antonio Colonna († 1472), the prince of salerno and nephew of pope mar-
tin v (1417-1431), so Ciriaco’s quick answer in a form of a laudatory poem was an 
understandable attempt to humor the young prince and his powerful uncle. apart 
from the immediate personal favor, what should be put in focus here is the stimulus 
provided by the verbal and visual message of the ancient architecture, its imperial 

e committenti, eds. a. Calzona, f. p. fiore, J. Connors, firenze, olschki, 2009, pp. 395-406. Il 
Tempio Malatestiano a Rimini, ed. a. paolucci, modena, panini, 2010.

13 on the antiquary culture in rome at the time of leon Battista alberti see h. Burns, 
“leon Battista alberti a roma: il recupero della cultura architettonica antica”, in La Roma di Leon 
Battista Alberti, eds. f. p. fiore and a. nesselrath, milano, skira, 2005, pp. 33-43 and more spe-
cifically on arches in rome see G. ortolani, “archi onorari”, in La Roma, cit., pp. 250-251 and 
a. ViscoGliosi, “archi diruti”, in La Roma, cit., pp. 248-249.

14 f. scalamonti, Vita viri, cit., pp. 47-50, 117-120.

fig. 4 - fano, church of 
san michele, relief with the 
arch (photo sailko, Creative 
Commons).
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connotations correctly understood, and the attempt to emulate the ancients with 
the production of a new art form, in which the existing columns served as a meta-
phor for the last name of the powerful family, the Colonnas.

in verona Ciriaco counted the numerous openings on the porta Borsari, not-
ing its double entrance on the ground floor and twelve openings above, as well 
as the local material of which it was built15. The gates of the scaliger city are also 
mentioned in the Itinerarium as royal, the triumphal connotations clear to the 
keen connoisseur of arches16. a drawing of the monument by felice feliciano 
is to be found in the famous manuscript in modena owned by Giovanni mar-
canova, possibly deriving from a Ciriacan model17 (fig. 5).

sometime in the early 1420s, Ciriaco visited pula in istria and judged «the 
city largely ruined», but found nevertheless evidence of the its noble past - a 
beautiful arch commissioned by aedil sergius’ daughter salvia postuma18. again, 
through reading of the inscriptions, which dutifully appear in the syllogae deriv-
ing from Ciriaco, the patron(esse) of the arch was recognized, as well as her posi-
tion in the society of the roman colony. The arch was not an imperial one, but 
Ciriaco likely recorded its exquisite architecture with the innovative solution of 
paired columns framing the arch in a now lost drawing, as the drawings on f. 28v 
and 33r in the marcanova sylloge seem to suggest19 (fig. 6).

in Zadar, the capital of the venetian dalmatia, Ciriaco described the antique 
arch decorating the so called maritime gate erected by melia aniana to honor her 
husband, which at the time was surmounted by a sculpture of a one of neptune’s 
tritons trumpeting20. The arch was restored to its former beauty in the year of 
553rd olympics (i.e. 1434) by Ciriaco’s friend, the learned abbot of the Benedic-
tine monastery of saint Grisogonus, petar Kršava21. following the Battle of lep-
anto, the elements of the antique structure were incorporated into the triumphal 
composition of the new porta marina, its upper part now somewhat altered and 

15 Ivi, pp. 86, 137.
16 Kyriaci Anconitani Itinerarium, cit., pp. 27-28.
17 modena, Bibl. estense, ms 992 (α.l.5.15), fol. 124.
18 f. scalamonti, Vita viri, cit., p. 44.
19 for the analysis of the pula arch and its fortuna critica in the renaissance see: J. GudelJ, Le 

antichità di Pola nel Quattro- e Cinquecento, phd diss., school for advanced studies venice, 2008. 
id., “The King of Naples Emulates Salvia Postuma? The Arch of Castelnuovo in Naples and its Antique 
Model”, in Dalmatia and Mediterranean, ed. a. payne, The hague, Brill, 2013, pp. 426-456. id., 
Europska renesansa antičke Pule, Zagreb, Školska knjiga, 2014. 

20 Epigrammata reperta, cit., p. 1; G. Paci, Ciriaco d’Ancona e la scoperta dell’antichita in area 
adriatica, in Ciriaco d’Ancona e il suo tempo, ancona, Canonici, 2002, p. 129.

21 i. BaBić, Antičke starine u srednjevjekovnom Zadru, in Renesansa i renesanse u umjetnosti Hrvatske, 
eds. J. Gudelj-p. marković, Zagreb, institut za povijest umjetnosti, 2008, pp. 427-440: 429.
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fig. 5 - felice feliciano, verona, porta Borsari, ms 992 (α.l.5.15), modena, Bibl. estense, 
fol. 124 (from Christian huelsen, la roma antica di Ciriaco d’ancona del secolo Xv, 
roma, ermanno loescher & Co, 1907, p.13, fig. 10).
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the trumpeting triton missing22. The three inscriptions from this arch, present in 
the Cyriacan collection published by Carlo moroni in 1660, are legible in the 
attic of a triumphal arch drawn after francesco di Giorgio martini (1439-1501), 
the sienese architect long active in the marches, copied by someone missing the 
practical knowledge of Greek alphabet23 (fig. 7). What remains in Zadar are only 
the upper third of the pilasters flanking the archivolt, but it is still possible to 
conclude that martini’s reconstruction is only very loosely based on the actual 
roman arch, the attic and its decoration complete inventions, no marine divin-

22 Ibidem.
23 T. mommsen, Cil iii 2922= ils 5598; a. nesselrath, Disegni di Francesco di Giorgio 

Martini, in Francesco di Giorgio alla corte di Federico da Montefeltro. “atti di convegno” (urbino, 
11-13 ottobre 2001), a cura di f.p. fiore, firenze, olschki, 2004, pp. 337-367: 351.

fig. 6 - Triumphal arch, ms 
992 (α.l.5.15), modena, Bibl. 
estense, fol. 33r (from Christian 
huelsen, la roma antica di 
Ciriaco d’ancona del secolo Xv, 
roma, ermanno loescher & 
Co, 1907, tav. X).
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ity present. nevertheless, remains the fact that the inscriptions from the actual 
honorific arch are incorporated into martini’s all’antica triumphal invention, in 
a series of examples of archeological reconstructions and all’antica creations by 
martini, to be considered inspired by Cyriacan material.

Ciriaco also saw the arches and gates of the Greek lands, measuring the lion 
Gate of mycene, its drawing probably torn from ms. ambros. Trotti 37324. in 
Thessaloniki Ciriaco admired «a marvelous» arch «of aemelius paullus» which 
michell and Bodnar identify as remains of arch of Galerius25, the structure clad 
with marble panels featuring sculptural relief celebrating the victory over sas-

24 f. di Benedetto, Ciriaco d’Ancona visita Mycene, «prometheus», XXXvii, 2011, pp. 277-280.
25 f. scalamonti, Vita viri, cit., p. 77.

fig. 7 - unknown artist after 
francesco di Giorgio martini, 
Zadar, arch of melia aniana 
(from a. nesselrath, Disegni 
di Francesco di Giorgio Martini, 
in Francesco di Giorgio alla corte 
di Federico da Montefeltro. atti 
di convegno (urbino, 11-13 
ottobre 2001), a cura di f.p. 
fiore, firenze, leo s. olschki, 
2004, pp. 337-367: 351).
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sanids26. scalamonti reports on the tetrapile in the city of mytiliene on lesbos, 
«dedicated by the ancient ruler of the islands to flavius valerius diocletianus, 
Constantinus, and the most noble maximianus». in nicaea (iznik), the complex 
south gate incorporating the earlier arch, as noted by michell and Bodnar, is mis-
takenly attributed to Tiberius Claudius Germanicus, the correct identification 
of the responsible emperor being Claudius Gothicus27. other gates of ancient 
nicaea are not explicitly mentioned by Ciriaco’s biographer, but it is likely that 
he visited all monumental entrances of still existing city walls28. in athens, piz-
zecoli read the inscriptions from the arch-gate of hadrian, correctly identifying 
the honored emperor and the marble as the building material, judging its appear-
ance «nobilissimum»29. Ciriaco also recognized the material of the royal gates in 
alexandria, yellow numidian stone30.

The longest and the most interesting description is one relating to the Golden 
gate of Constantinople, erected by emperor Thedosius31 (fig. 8). surviving today 
in a much altered form, the monument amazed the anconetan with its marble 
towers and frontispiece. Ciriaco’s attribution of the antique sculptures appear-
ing on the latter, of which only fragments survive in the istanbul archaeological 
museum, to phidias suggests that he judged their quality as excellent. The metal 
«arms flanked by beautiful columns» Ciriaco saw there, may have been the bronze 
city gates looted from mopsuestia in Cilicia and installed by the Byzantine em-
peror nikephorus ii phokas in 956. according to scalamonti, these «arms» were 
of divine origin as they were wrought on behalf of Thetis by vulcan for achilles. 
The gate which served as the triumphal entrance to the city for centuries was thus 
described as precious for its antiquity, for quality of its spolia ornaments and for 
its divine connotations, both of the patron and the maker, all concepts dear to 
fifteenth century rulers and humanists. 

Back in Campania, Ciriaco also examined the gate of Capua, a medieval mon-
ument erected by frederic ii (1194-1250) based on the roman arch in Beneven-

26 C.i. makaronas, The Arch of Galerius at Thessaloniki, salonica, institute for Balkan studies, 1970.
27 Ivi, p. 84.
28 J. raBy, İznik, ‘Une village au milieu des jardins’, in Iznik: The Pottery of Ottoman Turkey, ed. 

y. petsopoulos, london, alexandra press, 1989, pp. 19-22.
29 Cfr. a. adams, The Arch of Hadrian at Athens, in The Greek Renaissance in the Roman 

Empire, eds. s. Walker-a. Cameron, london, university of london, institute of Classical studies, 
1989, pp. 10-15; e.W. Bodnar, Cyriacus of Ancona and Athens, Bruxelles, latomus, 1960.

30 f. scalamonti, Vita viri, cit., p. 17.
31 Ivi, p. 39. on the Golden Gate see J. Bardill, The Golden Gate in Constantinople: A 

Triumphal Arch of Theodosius I, «american Journal of archaeology», Ciii, 1999, 4, pp. 671-696; 
C. manGo, The Triumphal Way of Constantinople and the Golden Gate, «dumbarton oaks papers», 
liv, 2000, pp. 173-188.
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to, which the humanist from ancona knew well32. drawings which may be a 
copy of Ciriaco’s original survive in florence and vienna, the former by hand 
of francesco di Giorgio martini, who, as was demonstrated in the case of Zadar 
arch, most probably had access to Cyriacan material, revealing anconetan inter-
est in recording a structure that uses medieval language to conceive a message of 
the new king whose pretensions are legitimized by the ancient heritage33.

Therefore, pizzecoli’s topography of ancient arches and gates goes beyond 
not only De portis urbis and De Arcubus sections of Mirabilia, but also flavio 
Biondo’s philological reconstructions of ancient rome, enriched as it is with the 
examples from marche, Campania and veneto. moreover, there are two arches 

32 f. scalamonti, Vita viri, cit., pp. 97, 143.
33 GaBinetto dei diseGni e delle stamPe, Uffizi, n. 333ar and 322ar (francesco di Giorgio 

martini, ca. 1480); Österreichische nationalBiBliothek, Wien, ms. 3528, 51v, (anonimus, 
ca. 1500), see G. scaGlia, La “Porta delle Torri” di Federico II a Capua in un disegno di Francesco 
di Giorgio Martini, «napoli nobilissima», 20, 1981, pp. 203-221 and 21, 1982, pp. 123-134. 
Francesco di Giorgio architetto, eds. f. p. fiore, m. Tafuri, milano, electa, 1994. s. tomei, La Porta 
di Capua: nuova ipotesi di ricostruzione, «rivista dell’istituto nazionale d’archeologia e storia 
dell’arte», 3. ser., XXv, 2002, 57, pp. 259-277.

fig. 8 - francesco scarella, seven towers fortress with Golden gate, Constantonople, around 1685. 
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from the eastern coast of adriatic, at least six arches in Greece and asia minor, 
which represent, together with gates of alexandria, a most notable catalogue of 
this architectural type. its extraordinary richness is exalted if compared with, un-
derstandably, more italocentric topography of arches drawn in the second part of 
the fifteenth century by Giuliano da sangallo (c.1445-1516), who had access to 
Ciriaco’s material34. The florentine architect concentrated on the arches in rome 
(ten examples), enriching the topography with examples seen in person during 
his visit to the south of france and northern italy, but significantly enough, the 
italian arches outside of rome he reproduces, those in ancona and Benevento 
and the monumental gate at fano, are those central to Ciriaco’s quest. Trajan’s 
arch in ancona remains one of the central examples for sebastiano serlio (1475-
c. 1554) as he reproduces it as an exemplar of the Corinthian order in his Fourth 
book of 1537, considering it a perfect model for temporary structures35, while in 
his Third book (1540), in order to represent arches outside of rome, he chooses 
the six «Ciriacan» examples: ancona, Benevento, pula and two gates and an arch 
in verona36. obviously, the sources of the drawings and even inscriptions by later 
architects are not to be identified only with material deriving from Ciriaco, but 
the important phase of the renaissance research towards the geography of this 
ancient type is to be recognized in the Ciriacan census, with later recalibration of 
the focus to peninsular and western examples, given the improbable accessibility 
of military structures such as gates in the east after the Turkish conquest.

in terms of analysis of a type, Ciriaco knew arches with one or three openings and 
was even able to recognize a tetrapyle arch. his observations on building materials 
reported by scalamonti are rather consistent when talking about these structures, as 
marble, local or even numidian stone are dutifully noted, maybe reflecting vitruvius 
or pliny the elder or simply Ciriaco’s merchant’s eye for costly materials. ornament is 
also mentioned, statuary and relief sculpture above all – in the case of the Golden gate 
of Constantinople, even an attribution to phidias is provided, evidently to be read 
as a praise for the reuse of ancient sculpture of supreme value. Ciriaco also suggested 

34 B.l. Brown-d.e. kleiner, Giuliano da Sangallo’s Drawings after Ciriaco d’Ancona: 
Transformations of Greek and Roman Antiquities in Athens, «Journal of the society of architectural 
historians», Xlii, 1983, 4, pp. 321-335. s. Borsi, Giuliano da Sangallo: i disegni di architettura e 
dell’antico, roma, officina, 1985. d. donetti, “le “antichità greche” di Giuliano da sangallo: 
erudizione e rovinismo nel libro dei disegni, Codice Barberiniano latino 4424”, in Les ruines, ed. 
K. Kaderka, roma, Campisano, 2013, pp. 85-93. s. Frommel, Giuliano da Sangallo, firenze 2014.

35 s. serlio, Regole generali di architettura, venezia, 1537, pp. lviii-liX.
36 id., Terzo libro, nel quale si figurano e si descrivono le antiquità di Roma, venezia, 1540, 

pp. CXiiii-CXvii (Benevento), CXXii-CXXv (ancona), CXXvi-CXXiX (pula), CXXX-CXli 
(verona: arch of Gavii, leoni Gate, Borsari Gate).
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reconstructions of the original form of the ancient buildings he saw, using legitimate 
scientific methods – in ancona the position and the identification of the sculptures 
on the attic are reconstructed based on the inscriptions below and examination of 
the attic. finally, as collector of inscriptions Ciriaco must have particularly liked the 
arches as speaking architecture, whose verbal messages perfectly explained not only 
the raison d’être of these memorial structures but also the mechanisms of their patron-
age. in the broad terms, his inquiries and methods differed little from those of present 
day architectural historians, maybe with slightly different intentions.

Manipulating the Arch: Restoring and Borrowing
Ciriaco was a well-connected man: he knew the humanists of his day and served 

kings and princes, as well as the pope. he interacted with venetian and ragusan 
nobles, highly positioned clergy, bishops and abbots – and all these people were 
eager to show him beautiful things. all these people were also protagonists, either 
as restorers, commissioners or creators of the building and decorative programs 
realized in the mid-Quattrocento that used the motif of the classical arch.

The two earliest examples involve the restoration of ancient structures: the 
works at the port of ancona saw Ciriaco as the direct supervisor, while the res-
toration of the Zadar arch was sponsored by Ciriaco’s close friend and dated in 
terms of Greek olympiads, a fact that may suggest that the inscription and/or 
even the impulse may have been given by pizzecoli. 

it seems that Ciriaco was also present in ferrara when a pedestal for the eques-
trian monument to niccolo iii d’este (1393-1441) called the Arco del cavallo was 
erected, with leon Battista alberti (1404-1472) acting as a judge37. The solution 
of a triumphal arch surmounted by an equestrian statue, as discussed by Casu, 
is similar to Ciriaco’s idea of the original form of the arch of ancona38. another 
possible occasion of contact between alberti and Ciriaco is in rimini, where an 
inscription in Greek deriving from the neapolitan temple of Castor and pollux 
as read by Ciriaco appears on the side of alberti’s Tempio malatestiano, and 
the gate of augustus was used as the main theme of the façade and echoed in 
the series of arches around the body of the earlier church, merging the theme 
of ancient and Christian triumph39. The significance of the use of the antique 

37 s.G. casu, Attinenze albertiane, cit., p. 479.
38 id., “Veluti Caesar triumphans”, cit.
39 a. camPana, Ciriaco d’Ancona e Lorenzo Valla: sull’iscrizione greca del tempio dei Dioscuri a 

Napoli, «archeologia classica», XXv-XXvi, 1973-1974, 1, publ. 1975, pp. 84-102. m. aronBerG 
laVin, The Antique Source for the Tempio Malatestiano’s Greek Inscriptions, «The art Bulletin», 
ili, 1977, 3, pp. 421-422.; s.G. casu, Attinenze albertiane, cit., p. 481. also see h. Burns, Leon 
Battista Alberti, cit., p. 131, C. hoPe, Alberti, cit., Il Tempio Malatestiano a Rimini, cit.
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arches both as models and study cases in alberti’s architecture is well known and 
amply studied40, so it is important to return to these records of possible contacts 
between the antiquarian and the humanist-architect when discussing Ciriaco’s 
role in the rediscovery of this architectural type. 

The first permanent arch of the renaissance, the aragonese arch in naples, in 
my opinion, is also strongly influenced by Ciriaco: he examined all three visual 
models for alfonso’s arch, the arches of pula, Benevento and the gate of Capua and 
was in personal contact with both alfonso and humanists of his circle, who must 
have been responsible for the building and sculptural program of such a noble 
structure, which, when described, echoes scalamonti’s report on Ciriaco’s impres-
sion of the Golden gate of Constantinople41 (fig. 9). significantly enough, Ciriaco 
may have also been responsible for the exchange of the artists between the two 
adriatic shores, because while in dubrovnik, he composed a laudatory epigram for 
architecto parthenopeo onofrio de la Cava (active 1426-1479), constructor of the 
aqueduct and the fountains and restorer of the rector’s palace, as well as other in-
scriptions in rectors’ palace, where, as stanko Kokole has shown, pietro di martino 
da milano (c.1410-1473) used Ciriaco’s visual material. Both masters were later 
involved in the erection of the marble arch in naples42 (fig. 10).

analogous roles and mechanisms involving Ciriaco are attested for in other 
art forms: in 1446 he composed a laudatory epigram commissioned by andrea 
donà il Cavaliere (c.1395-after 1466), son-in-law of the doge francesco fos-
cari (1423-1457), for the reconstruction of the venetian arsenal in heraklion, 
Crete, comparing it to similar antique structure43. Ciriaco was also involved in 
composing the inscriptions for Gattamelata monument in padua, and may have 
provided donatello with drawings of parthenon frieze44.

«ille triumphales de marmore sublevat arcus», wrote the humanist porcellio pan-

40 h. Burns, Leon Battista Alberti, cit. h. Burns, “antike monumente als muster und als 
lehrstücke: zur Bedeutung von antikenzitat und antikenstudium für albertis architektonische 
entwurfspraxis”, in Theorie der Praxis. Leon Battista Alberti als Humanist und Theoretiker der bil-
denden Künste, eds. K. W. forster, h. locher, Berlin, akademie-verlag, 1999, pp. 129-155. C. 
hoPe, Alberti, cit., Il Tempio Malatestiano a Rimini, cit.

41 J. GudelJ, Le antichità, cit, pp. 129-136; id., The king of Naples, cit., id., Europska renesansa, 
cit., pp. 157-168.

42 s. kokole, Cyriacus of Ancona and the Revival of Two Forgotten Ancient Personifications in 
the Rector’s Palace of Dubrovnik, «renaissance Quarterly», XliX, 1996, 2, pp. 225-267; r. noVak 
klemenčič, Dubrovniška Velika fontana (The Large Fountain in Dubrovnik), «Zbornik za umet-
nostno zgodovino», iXl, 2003, pp. 57-91.

43 e. concina, Tempo novo, venezia, marsilio, 2006, p. 289.
44 m. BerGstein, Donatello’s Gattamelata and its humanist audience, «renaissance quarterly», 

lv, 2002, 3, pp. 833-868.
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fig. 9 - napoli, arch of Castel nuovo (photo J. Gudelj).
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doni of his anconetan friend45, and, as we have seen, the verse can be taken rather 
literally. Ciriaco d’ancona must have been a major connoisseur of this particular 
building type in the first half of the fifteenth century, aware of the vastness of the 
roman empire and able to decipher the meaning and patron of particular antique 
arches, in other words, capable of constructing the history of these highly symbolic 
urban objects. he also had, in my opinion, a decisive role in, to use margaret ann 
Zaho’s expression, the process of personalization of the antique triumph46, as his 
readings of the antique examples always identify the patron or the dedicatee, while 
his loud question of the possibility of recreation of such an honor is a central one 
of the process. a variety of answers to this question in the second quarter of the 
fifteenth century, here presented with a clear preference for architecture, regularly 
suggest Ciriaco’s involvement in both saving the antique monuments that other-
wise might perish and emulating the ancient practice as he was able to decipher it.

45 on the relationship between Ciriaco and porcellio see m. miGlio, Scritture, scrittori e storia: 
Città e corte a Roma nel Quattrocento, roma, vecchiarelli, 1993, pp. 59-60.

46 m.a. zaho, Imago triumphalis: the function and significance of triumphal imagery for Italian 
Renaissance rulers, new york, peter lang, 2004.

fig. 10 - dubrovnik, large fountain, inscription (photo J. Gudelj).


